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Low-pressure diffusion equilibrium of electronegative complex plasmas
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A self-consistent fluid theory of complex electronegative colloidal plasmas in parallel-plate low-pressure
discharge is presented. The self-organized low-pressure diffusion equilibrium is maintained through sources
and sinks of electrons, positive and negative ions, in plasmas containing dust grains. It is shown that the
colloidal dust grain subsystem strongly affects the stationary state of the discharge by dynamically modifying
the electron temperature and particle creation and loss processes. The model accounts for ionization, ambipolar
diffusion, electron and ion collection by the dusts, electron attachment, positive-ion–negative-ion recombina-
tion, and relevant elastic and inelastic collisions. The spatial profiles of electron and positive-ion–negative-ion
number densities, electron temperature, and dust charge in electronegative SiH4 discharges are obtained for
different grain size, input power, neutral gas pressure, and rates of negative-ion creation and loss.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronegative plasmas are widely used in microel
tronic, optical, and other industries for manufacturing min
ture circuit chips, optoelectronic, photonic, and microelect
mechanical devices, synthesis of novel nanostructured
biocompatible materials, plasma enhanced chemical va
deposition~PCVD! of multilayer functional coatings, envi
ronmental remediation, etc.@1–3#. Such electronegative plas
mas are typical examples of multicomponent comp
plasma systems containing electrons, neutrals, positive
negative ions, as well as charged nanometer or microm
sized colloidal grains that appear as a result of chemica
action in the gas or plasma-surface interaction, together w
gas-phase polymerization or nucleation triggered by nega
ions and/or precursor nanoparticles@4,5#.

Notwithstanding the usual undesirable aspects of dust
ticles as contaminants in microelectronics manufacturing,
cent advances in research and applications of complex p
mas have revealed a number of novel phenomena relate
the plasma-grown nanometer-sized particles. For exam
amorphous silicon films grown under grain generation a
coagulation conditions@6# can lead to new optoelectronic
properties. In particular, these films can attend better tra
port and stability properties compared toa-Si:H films grown
by conventional PCVD methods@7–9#.

On the other hand, the plasma-grown colloidal grains
significantly affect the local as well as the global discha
characteristics that are critical for the efficient deposition
quality thin films. Numerous results have indicated a dir
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link between the fine dust grains, the electron temperat
and the quality of the PCVD fabricated silicon films. F
example, experiments@10# on PCVD of a-Si:H show that
high quality films are obtained with low dust density and lo
electron temperature. Due to complexities in the gas phas
well as surface reactions, plasmas loaded with charged
particles also lead to difficulties in precise process con
and predictability. Thus, more efficient engineering of t
plasma composition and reactivity is a challenge for resea
in this area.

One way to solve the problem is to predict and controlin
situ the variations of the electron temperature in the d
charge that can dynamically affect the rates of the plas
production and loss, including that of the negative-ion ra
cals responsible for initial dust nucleation and clustering
the ionized gas phase. For example, naturally grown or
ternally dispersed dust grains often elevate the electron t
perature of the pristine plasma, resulting in a reduced rat
production~e.g., via electron attachment! of dust-precursor
negative ions such as SiH3

2 @5,11,12#. This process repre
sents a self-organization of the complex plasma equilibri
in response to the source of the perturbation arising fr
growth of the fine grains in the gas-phase. Thus, to pre
and control such multicomponent complex plasmas and t
response to dust creation and growth are a challenge to m
ern plasma-assisted processing technology.

Various aspects of the dynamic self-organization of co
plex plasma systems have been investigated by severa
thors. Most of the existing works on complex plasmas
either limited to electropositive~electrons, positive ions, an
dusts! complex plasmas including transport and stability ph
nomena@13–15# or dust growth in electronegative~e.g., si-
lane based! discharges accompanied by electron tempera
fluctuations@4,6,16–19#. Due to the rather large number o
elementary processes of particle creation and loss, electr
gative complex plasmas should be treated as self-consis
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thermodynamically open systems where the stationary st
are dynamically sustained by various particle creation
loss ~mostly via volume recombination! processes in the
plasma bulk, on the walls, and on the dust grain surfa
@20,21#. This approach has recently been extended@22# to
complex plasma systems with negative ions. It is shown
in order to be physically self-consistent, processes suc
ionization, diffusion, electron attachment, negative-io
positive-ion recombination, dust charge variation, and di
pation due to electron and ion elastic collisions with neutr
and fine particles, as well as charging collisions with t
dusts, should be taken into consideration since they can h
similar time rates.

However, modeling ofnonuniformplasma equilibria and
proper accounting of the major particle and power bala
mechanisms in low-pressure electronegative dusty
charges still warrant further investigation. In fact, most of t
existing models do not self-consistently include the reor
nization process in the particle or plasma system arising f
variation of the dust size, as well as the control and ot
parameters that can also directly affect the equilibrium st
In this paper, we use a model that allows nonuniform eq
librium states of electronegative complex plasmas and s
consistently accounts for the major particle and power b
ance mechanisms. The effects of electron temperature
reaction rates, as well as the control parameters releva
industrial nanofilm fabrication are investigated.

Existing approaches to dusty plasma theory are mo
limited to relatively low-density~with positive-ion number
densityni<109 cm23) capacitively coupled plasmas~CCPs!
that are widely used for laboratory experiments with ext
nally dispensed dust particles. However, these are no lo
the benchmark plasma reactors for microelectronics ma
facturing, and they have recently been replaced by hig
density (ni.1010 cm23) inductively coupled plasmas~ICPs!
with lower near-substrate dc potentials and hence wea
dust grain trapping capacity. The risk of compromising t
semiconductor film quality by uncontrollable fallouts of ga
phase grown nanoparticles is thus increased. Therefor
detailed study of electronegative complex plasmas at h
densities is warranted.

In this paper, we use a theoretical model for high-dens
silane (SiH4) plasmas in the parallel-plate geometry by co
sidering a simplified species composition that can easily
extended to other silane based discharges. The choice o
neutral gas feedstock is based on the following reasons. F
low-pressure rf discharges in silane or mixtures of sila
with other gases are used intensively today for the fabr
tion of modern silicon based thin-film devices such as tr
sistors and solar cells. Second, the silane plasma is a clas
fine grain generating plasma very often used in manufac
ing as well as in the laboratory. Third, silane based plas
chemistries are relatively well understood and most of
required rate coefficients are readily available. The theor
cal model is applied to study the characteristics of a hi
density (ni.1010 cm23) electronegative silane discharg
and numerical results obtained. It should be emphasized
the model can be straightforwardly extended to other re
tive plasmas with fine grains, including hydrocarbon@23#
05640
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and fluorocarbon@24# based powder-generating systems. T
computations are carried out for pressure ranges and siz
typical parallel-plate plasma reactors used in experiments
fine powder generation@16#. In particular, we investigate the
effect of dust size variation and the dependence of the e
librium structure on the external control parameters~input
power and neutral gas pressure!, creation and loss of nega
tive ions, electron temperature, electron and ion number d
sities, as well as the grain charge. Conditions for effici
electron temperature control and the major reaction rate
efficients are obtained. It is shown that the equilibrium sta
of electronegative complex plasmas are quite different fr
their dust-free counterparts. Our model invokes three fl
equations for the electrons and two for the positive and ne
tive ions. The charge on the colloidal nanograins is obtain
from the conventional orbit motion limited~OML! approach.

The paper is organized as follows. The governing assu
tions, equations, and boundary conditions of the multico
ponent fluid model for electronegative plasmas are given
Sec. II. Analyses of the ambipolar electric field and parti
fluxes in the low-pressure diffusion equilibrium are pr
sented in Sec. III. The numerical model for the silane d
charge is given in Sec. IV. Sections V and VI consider t
effect of the external control parameters~input power and
neutral gas pressure! on the equilibrium discharge states. Th
effect of the size and number density of the dusts on
spatial profiles of the main discharge parameters is inve
gated in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII, the effect of negative-io
creation or loss on the electron temperature and particle d
sities is studied. Our results and their applications, as we
suggestions on possible improvements of the model, are
cussed in Secs. IX and X. A brief summary of this work a
outlook for future research are given in Sec. XI.

II. FORMULATION

For simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional~1D!
parallel-plate discharge geometry. The discharge is s
metrical with respect to the midplanex50 and bounded a
x56L/2 by metal or dielectric walls~Fig. 1!. The electric
field sustaining the discharge is uniform along thex direc-
tion. The electronegative plasma is composed of electro
singly charged positive and negative ions, and negativ
charged colloidal dust grains. It is assumed that size dis
sion of the dust grains is negligible. The distribution of t
colloidal particles in the discharge volume is chosen to fit
two most typically found grain profiles in the experimen
The first distribution, uniform alongx, of the dust number
densitynd ~curvea in Fig. 1! is typical for particulate growth
experiments using silane based gas mixtures@16#. The sec-
ond profile~curveb in Fig. 1! reflects dust clouds formed in
the vicinity of discharge walls and electrodes. Relevance
these profiles to laboratory complex plasmas will be d
cussed in Secs. IV and IX. The near-wall boundary con
tions for the electron-ion fluxes and electron heat flows w
be further discussed at the end of this section. Furtherm
we assume thattd@teq , wheretd andteq are the character
istic time scales of grain motion and establishment of
8-2
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TABLE I. The main plasma and dust parameters used in the computations. The~singly charged! positive
and negative ions are SiH3

1 and SiH3
2 , respectively. The values ofTe , ne , ni , and n2 are that at the

discharge midplanex50.

Parameter Notation Value

Plasma slab width L 3, 10 cm
Unit-area power input Pin 0.12, 0.24, 1.2 W/cm2

Electron density ne(0) 5.63109–1.231011 cm23

Electron temperature Te(0) 1.2–2.0 eV
Positive-ion density ni(0) 331010–1.731011 cm23

Positive-ion temperature T1 0.035 eV
Positive-ion mass m1 1836331me

Negative-ion density n2(0) 1010–1.531011 cm23

Negative-ion temperature T2 0.035 eV
Negative-ion mass m2 1836331me

Dust density nd 0.1–53107 cm23

Dust radius ad 50, 100, 200 nm
Neutral gas pressure p0 10, 100, 200 mTorr
Temperature of neutrals Tn 0.035 eV
s
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equilibrium state, respectively. Thus, the massive~compared
to the other plasma particles! dust grains can be treated a
immobile point masses. It is also assumed thatr Di!d, where
r Di is the ion Debye length~which can be approximately
taken as the characteristic size of the sheath of a grain! andd
is the interparticle spacing.

In the fluid approximation for the multicomponen
plasma, we have the following particle balance equation

] tne1]xGe5n ine2nattne2nedne ~1!

for the electrons,

] tni1]xG i5n ine2K recnin22n idni ~2!

for the positive ions, and

] tn21]xG25nattne2K recnin22n2dn2 ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the spatial profiles ofnd used in
the computations. Curvea models a uniform dust distribution, an
curve b corresponds to a dust cloud confined near an electro
Here,x50 corresponds to the discharge midplane.
05640
for the negative ions, respectively. Here,na andGa , where
the subscriptsa5e, i , and2 stand for electrons, positive
and negative ions, respectively, is the density and flux of
plasma speciesa, n i , K rec, and natt are the ionization,
positive-negative ion recombination, and electron attachm
rates, respectively,ned , n id , andn2d are the rates of colli-
sions of electrons, positive ions, and negative ions with
colloidal grains, respectively. It is further assumed that
the charged particles obey the Maxwellian energy distri
tion. Furthermore, the temperatures of the ions and neu
are fixed at 400 K, which is typical for laboratory and indu
trial silane based plasmas containing dust grains@6#. In the
ambipolar diffusion model, the fluxes of the charged partic
in Eqs.~1!–~3! are given by@3#

Ge52De]xne2nemeE,

G i52Di]xni1nim iE, ~4!

G252D2]xn22n2m2E,

whereE is the ambipolar electric field,Da5Ta /manan and
ma5uquDa /Ta are the diffusion and mobility coefficients
respectively. Here,nan are the effective rates of collision
~for momentum transfer! of speciesa with the neutrals@25#.
The model assumes the overall plasma charge neutrality

ni5ne1n21nduZdu ~5!

and balance of the positive and negative particle fluxes,

G i5Ge1G2 , ~6!

whereZd is the dust charge.
The microscopic electronI e , positive-ion I i , and

negative-ionI 2 currents flowing onto a dust grain of radiu
ad within the OML probe theory are@26,27#

e.
8-3
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I e52pad
2e~8Te /pme!

1/2neexp~2e2uZdu/adTe!,

I i5pad
2eniVi~112e2uZdu/admiVi

2!, ~7!

I 252pad
2en2V2exp~2e2uZdu/adT2!,

whereTa , ma , andva5Ga /na are the temperature, mas
and drift velocity of the speciesa, respectively, andVa

5(8Ta /pma1va
2)1/2. In the steady state, the balance of t

microscopic grain currents of the positive and negat
plasma particles,

I i1I e1I 250 ~8!

yields the equilibrium value of the dust charge. We note t
in Eq. ~8! the contribution of the negative ion grain current
usually small (I 2!I e) in typical cold-ion (T2!Te) low-
temperature plasmas.

The energy equation is given by@25#

3

2
ne] tTe1]xqe'2neJe1Sext, ~9!

where qe'2(5neTe/2menen)]xTe is the heat flux density
and

Je5(
j

n jEj ~10!

is the electron collision integral. Here,n j is the effective rate
of electron collisions with other particles andEj is the energy
loss in the collisions. Usually, energy lost to the electro
neutral collisions is dominant.

When the plasma electrons are heated by rf fields,
Joule heating termSext in Eq. ~9! is given by@25#

Sext'nenenmeuosc
2 ,

where uosc is the time-averaged oscillation velocity of th
electrons in an rf field. We shall assume that the rf field
uniform across the plasma slab. It is thus reasonable to
pect that the electron temperature is also spatially unifo
However, a drop inTe will occur near a plasma edge due
finite electron heat flow to the wall@28#. The equilibrium
state of the discharge corresponds to setting] t50 in all the
equations. The rf power absorbed per unit area,

Pin5E
2L/2

L/2

Sextdx,

is fixed in our computations.
We now consider the boundary conditions for integrat

Eqs. ~1!–~3!, and ~9!. Because of the discharge symmet
the gradients of the electron temperature and electron and
number densities must vanish atx50. At the slab edges (x
56L/2), we assume that the plasma flow follows the Boh
speeduB5ATe(6L/2)ni /mine @3#. The boundary condition
@29# for the electron heat flow is

qe5Te~21 lnAmi /me!neATe /mi ,
05640
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whereqe , Te , andne are evaluated atx56L/2. Since usu-
ally T2!Te , the negative-ion flow to the negatively biase
wall is generally small compared to that of the electrons@27#
and can thus be neglected.

III. DIFFUSION EQUILIBRIUM

In the low-pressure diffusion equilibrium approximatio
one obtains from Eqs.~4! and ~6! the following expression
for the ambipolar electric field and the electron and positi
ion fluxes:

E5~Di]xni2De]xne2D2]xn2!j21, ~11!

Ge52~m ini1m2n2!Dej
21]xne2mene~Di]xni

2D2]xn2!j21, ~12!

G i52~mene1m2n2!Dij
21]xni2m ini~De]xne

1D2]xn2!j21, ~13!

wherej5m ini1mene1m2n2 . The ambipolar electric field
~11! accelerates the positive ions and decelerates nega
ions and electrons, so that there is a balance of the t
particle flux ~6!.

Taking into account the overall charge neutrality~5!, from
Eqs.~12! and ~13! we obtain

Ge52@m ini1m2~ni2ne2nduZdu!#Dez
21]xne

2mene~Di]xni2xD2!z21, ~14!

G i52@mene1m2~ni2ne2nduZdu!#Diz
21]xni

2m ini~De]xne1xD2!z21, ~15!

where z5(m i1m2)ni1(me2m2)ne2m2nduZdu, and x
5]xni2]xne2]x(nduZdu).

Using Eq.~5!, one can eliminaten2 from the positive-ion
conservation equation~2! to obtain

] tni1]xG i5n ine2K recni~ni2ne2nduZdu!2n idni ,
~16!

which will be used in the numerical analysis.
In the equilibrium state, when the fluxes of the positi

and negative particles are balanced, from Eqs.~1!–~3! and
taking into account Eq.~6!, one can obtain

nedne1n2dn25n idni , ~17!

which is a fundamental relation between the number de
ties of the electrons and the positive and negative ions.
ratesn jd ( j 5e,i ,2) of plasma particle collection by the dus
grain clearly plays an important role in determining the lo
pressure diffusion equilibrium in the electronegative co
plex plasma.

In a complex plasma without negative ions, Eq.~17! is
reduced tone /ni5n id /ned @30#, which shows that the num
ber densities of the electrons and ions are inversely pro
tional to their rates of capture by the dust grains. In a che
cally active complex plasma with enhanced negative-
8-4
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density~often exceedingne @4#! the contribution of the nega
tive ions to Eq.~17! is not negligible despite the relativel
low negative-ion collection~by the dust grain! rate @27#.

Following Eq. ~12! of Ref. @31# and taking into accoun
that uI i u.uI eu @27#, we obtain

ned5pad
2nd~ni /ne!Vi~112e2uZdu/admiVi

2! ~18!

for the rate of the electron collection by the dust grains.
principle, the balance of the fluxes in the discharge sho
also involve the dust component. However, for the tim
scales of interest consistent with our model the heavy co
dal dust grains can be assumed to be stationary and
formly distributed.

We note that Eqs.~11!–~15! for multicomponent elec-
tronegative complex plasmas also generalize a numbe
simpler cases. For example, in the absence of dust gra
Eq. ~15! is simplified to Eq. ~10.3.4! of Ref. @3#. If the
negative-ion density is sufficiently high, the ion flux~15!
becomes@3# G i'2@2Ti /(min in)#]xni , wheren in is the ion-
neutral collision frequency. On the other hand, when
plasma contains only positive ions and electrons, Eqs.~14!
and ~15! are reduced to@3# Ge5G i'2@Te /(min in)#]xni .

Enhancement of the electron temperature is a comm
feature in many dust contaminated plasmas. In fact,Te in-
creases with the dust size and number density@6#. Because a
large proportion of the total negative charge in the plas
resides on dusts and negative ions, the density of the pos
ions is usually much higher than that of the electrons. One
the objectives of the present work is to predict the equi
rium states of complex electronegative plasmas resul
from a dynamic balance of the many elementary proces
including electron-impact ionization, excitation, attachme
to neutrals, positive-ion–negative–ion recombination, etc
is found that the colloidal dust grains can significantly affe
the electron temperature and thus the rates of most phy
processes in the system, such as electron and ion produ
and destruction, and therefore also the efficiency of the
sired applications.

In the following, we shall numerically study a specifi
complex discharge plasma at various conditions relevan
many modern applications. We note that most of the eq
tions involved are strongly nonlinear and thus require rat
rigorous numerical routines@28,32#.

IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In the numerical calculation we consider a typical co
plex silane discharge containing electrons, SiH3

1 positive
ions, SiH3

2 negative ions, and dusts. This choice allows
to make use of existing data on silane based discharges
the highest number densities of SiH3

6 ions@33#. A somewhat
simplified species composition is used here for the sake
better transparency of the low-pressure diffusion equi
rium. The model can nevertheless be straightforwardly
tended to plasmas with larger numbers of charged and
tral species.

We shall mainly consider plasmas with nearly unifor
dust density profiles as given by curvea in Fig. 1. Such dust
05640
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distributions have been confirmed by the laser scatte
techniques'20–40 sec after the discharge startup~for ex-
ample, see Fig. 4 of Ref.@16#!. The size~50–200 nm! and
number densities@(0.1–5)3107 cm23# of the dust grains
adopted here are also typical for experiments. For exam
the average grain size is'70 and 100 nm at 20 and 40 se
into a discharge run, respectively@16#, and the concentration
of 100-nm grains is estimated to be about 107–108 cm23

@16#. We shall also consider the case where the dust gr
are located at the discharge periphery. The correspon
profile as given by curveb in Fig. 1 reflects a frequent for
mation of dust clouds in the vicinity of the discharge wa
@34#.

The details of our numerical procedures can be fou
elsewhere@32,28#. The profiles of the electron and ion den
sities and velocities, and electron temperature are comp
from Eqs.~1!, ~9!, and~14!–~16!. The computation is initial-
ized using profiles ofni ,e , G i ,e , andTe estimated from less
accurate analytical or computational results. Basically,
time-dependent conservation equations are integrated an
erated until the desired steady state is reached as a res
the time evolution of the system. In this approach the hig
nonlinear partial differential equations involved here are
fectively replaced by linear ones and the self-consist
asymptotic~time-independent! solutions represent the stead
or equilibrium states@28#.

The electron-neutral collision rates in Eq.~1!, ~9!, and
~16! are determined using the cross sections for electr
neutral collisions in a silane plasma assuming tghe Maxw
ian electron energy distribution. The cross sections a
thresholds for vibrational excitation of the silane molecul
electron attachment, electron-impact excitation, ionizati
and momentum transfer are taken from Figs. 2–4 of R
@35#. Different values of the ion-ion recombination coeffi
cient are used in the computations:K rec55.031027 cm3/s
@36#, 2.031027 cm3/s @6#, and 1028 cm3/s. The cross sec
tion for ion-neutral collisions iss in56.0310215 cm22 @37#.
The ion-neutral collision rate is then determined fro
n in5s innnVi , where nn is the density of the neutrals
~See Table I.!

We now examine in detail the effects of the dischar
operating parameters on the equilibrium states of the c
plex electronegative silane discharge plasma. The spatial
tributions of the plasma parameters~densities of the elec-
trons and positive and negative ions, the dust charge, and
electron temperature! are computed for different powersPin
absorbed per unit area in the discharge, and the neutra
pressuresp0. The equilibrium states are then compared
those of dust-free plasmas with negative ions.

V. EFFECT OF THE INPUT POWER

First, we shall consider the effect of input power vari
tion. We take the width of the plasma slabL53 cm, the
silane gas pressure 100 mTorr, and the recombination c
ficient K rec5231027 cm3/s. It is also assumed that the du
density is uniform withnd523107 cm23 for x<1 cm and
drops linearly to zero atx51.25 cm@curvea in Fig. 1#. This
distribution implies a uniform dust production in the enti
volume of the silane plasma@4#.
8-5
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Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the profiles ofne , ni , n2 ,
and nduZdu in a discharge sustained withPin50.12 W/cm2.
Some of the parameters are also given for the dust-free c
One can clearly see that in the latter case, the positive
density at the discharge midplane (x50) is about four times
larger than that of the electrons, whereas the electron den
is almost uniform forx<1 cm. We note that the profiles i

FIG. 2. Profiles of positive-~curve 1! and negative-~curve 2!
ion densities, electron density~curve 3!, andnduZdu ~curve 4! in a
100-mTorr discharge sustained plasma slab 3 cm thick. The valu
the recombination coefficient isK rec5231027 cm3/s. Part~a! cor-
responds to the pristine plasma~no dust! at 0.12 W/cm2 input
power. Parts~b!–~d! are for a silane grain (nd523107 cm23,
ad5100 nm) containing plasma at input powersPin50.12, 0.24,
and 1.2 W/cm2, respectively.
05640
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curvesa of Fig. 1 are structurally similar to those in Fig
10.2 and 10.3 of Ref.@3#.

A comparison of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! reveals the effect of
dusts on the profiles of electron and ion densities. The e
tron density in the complex plasma is about 1.5 times sma
than in the dust-free plasma. Figure 2~a! also shows that the
pristine plasma features larger gradients of the ion densit
the region x,1 cm as compared to that of the dus
containing discharge shown in Fig. 2~b!. This difference in
the plasma particle densities can be attributed to the effec
the dust grains on the electron temperature and the m
reaction rates. Indeed, Fig. 3~a! clearly shows substantial en

of

FIG. 3. Profiles of the electron temperatureTe ~a!, ionization
rate n i ~b!, and absolute value of the dust charge~c! for different
input powers: ~curve 1! Pin50.12 W/cm2, ~curve 2! Pin

50.24 W/cm2, and ~curve 3! Pin51.2 W/cm2. The unnumbered
dotted, solid, and dashed curves in~a! and~b! correspond toTe and
ned in the pristine plasma at input powers 0.12, 0.24, a
1.2 W/cm2, respectively. The other conditions are the same as
Fig. 2~b!.
8-6
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hancement ofTe as compared with that of the pristin
plasma. The increment in the electron temperature can
attributed to the additional loss of electrons to the dusts.
complex plasma system self-organizes to compensate
losses incurred by the increased ionization and dissocia
rates and electron temperature. At fixed input power lev
growth in Te is accompanied by reduction of the electr
density, a tendency also reported earlier@4,6,14#.

The difference between the ion density profiles in t
dusty and pristine plasmas can be attributed to the de
dence of the rate of the electron capture by the dusts on
ratio ni /ne ~18!. One can show thatned decreases toward
the plasma wall@Fig. 3~b!#. Therefore, the losses of the pos
tive ions on fine particles (nin id'nened) also decrease to
wards the discharge edges, thus making the ion density
dients in the discharge midplane smaller as compared to
pristine plasma case.

We now discuss the effect of the power absorbed by
plasma on the discharge equilibrium. The profiles of the p
ticle densities forPin50.24 and 1.2 W/cm2 are given in
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, respectively. From Figs. 2~b!–2~d! we
see that the electron density increases almost linearly
Pin . We recall that this is also the case for most electropo
tive columns. On the other hand, the positive-ion density
the complex plasma rises significantly slower with pow
than that ofne . Physically, although the ionization source
the positive ions is strengthened at higher power inputs,
relative role of the ion sink from thei 1-i 2 recombination
also increases. The latter impedes the linear growth oni
with Pin , as common for electropositive plasmas.

The electron temperature profiles for different power le
els are shown in Fig. 3~a!. One can clearly see that in th
dust-free case, represented by the dashed, solid, and d
lines in Fig. 3~a!, even an order-of-magnitude increase~from
0.12 to 1.2 W/cm2) of the input power only marginally
changes the electron temperature. Thus, the power varia
does not affect the dynamic balance between the ioniza
sources and diffusion or recombination losses of the pla
species determining the value ofTe when the dusts are ab
sent. From the curves 1–3 in Fig. 3~a!, we see that the pres
ence of dusts significantly elevates the electron tempera
which however decreases with the input power. Lowering
input power decreases the electron density, and~at fixednd)
also the proportion of electrons collected by the dusts r
tive to that absorbed by the discharge walls. That is, the d
lead to a readjustment of the particle sources and si
which in turn affects the electron temperature.

In response to the input power increase, the comp
plasma also tends to lower the rationi /ne and hence the rate
ned}ni /ne given by Eq.~18! of electron collection by the
dusts, as seen in Fig. 3~b!. One result is the increase of th
dust charge with power, as seen in Fig. 3~c!. This can be
attributed to the accompanying increase of the electron
ion number densities.

VI. EFFECT OF THE NEUTRAL GAS PRESSURE

We also studied the effect of the working, or neutral, g
pressure p0 on the discharge equilibrium. The profile
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(nauZau, wherena andZa are the number density and charg
of the speciesa) of the particle charge densities at differe
p0 are shown in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!. At the discharge midplane
x50, the electron temperature is 1.36, 1.44, and 2.03 eV
p05200, 100, and 10 mTorr, respectively. One can see
an increase of the gas pressure is accompanied by a dro

FIG. 4. Profiles ofni ~curve 1!, n2 ~curve 2!, ne ~curve 3!, and
nduZdu ~curve 4! in a 10-cm-wide plasma slab containing silane
different gas pressures:~a! p0510 mTorr, ~b! p05100 mTorr, and
~c! p05200 mTorr. The dashed, solid, and dotted curves in~d!
show uZdu at 10, 100, and 200 mTorr gas pressures, respectiv
The other conditions are the same as in Fig. 2~d!.
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FIG. 5. Profiles ofni ~curve
1!, n2 ~curve 2!, ne ~curve 3!, and
nduZdu ~curve 4! at p05100
mTorr for different dust radii:~a!
ad550 nm, ~b! 100 nm, and~c!
200 nm. The electron temperatur
~d!, electron-dust collision rate
~e!, and the absolute value of th
dust charge~f! are shown forad

5200 nm ~curve 1!, 100 nm
~curve 2!, and 50 nm~curve 3!. In
~e! the dashed, solid, and dotte
lines correspond ton i for ad

550, 100, and 200 nm, respec
tively. The other conditions are
the same as in Fig. 4.
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the electron and ion densities as well as the electron temp
ture. The latter then results in a reduction of the dust cha
as seen in Fig. 4~d!. It should be mentioned that a increase
gas pressure in argon electropositive plasmas is usually
companied by a rise of the electron density and a drop of
electron temperature~see, e.g., Fig. 6 of Ref.@32#!. Here, we
observe exactly the opposite tendency in the electronega
silane plasma~Fig. 4!. This behavior can be explained i
terms of the fact that in the SiH4 plasma, the threshold ene
gies for nonelastic collisions are smaller than that in arg
plasmas, and thus the nonelastic collision rates grow with
pressure. One can show that in the parameter range of i
est, here the main power loss is due to vibrational excita
of the silane molecules. Owing to the low-energy thresh
for the process~0.1–0.3 eV!, the major collision rates appea
to be less sensitive to the electron temperature variation
p0 than to the accompanying changes in the density of
neutrals.

Thus, the main differences between the pristine and na
particle loaded plasmas are due to the collection of
plasma particles by the dusts. The enhanced electron
perature is required to sustain the extra electron loss via
enhanced ionization and dissociation. At fixed input pow
levels, the growth ofTe is accompanied by a decrease ofne
in the plasma bulk. On the other hand, both the electron
ion densities increase with the input power. However,
resulting enhancedi 1-i 2 recombination results in smalle
rates of increase ofni ~compared with that ofne) with Pin .
When the dust density is fixed, the dust proportion increa
when the input power is decreased, resulting in a remarka
higher ionization and electron-dust collision rates, accom
nied by higherTe . Increase ofPin also leads to the growth o
the particle number densities as well as the equilibrium na
particle charge. We emphasize that contrary to common
dencies in argon plasmas, the electron density declines
the gas pressure, which is attributed to a noticeable incre
05640
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of nonelastic electron losses~viz. via a vibration excitation
of SiH4 molecules! with p0.

VII. EFFECT OF THE DUSTS

In this section, the results on the effect of variation
number density, charge, and size of dust particles on
plasma properties are presented. The two different spa
distributions ofnd in Fig. 1 are considered.

A. Dust size

In Figs. 5~a!–5~c! the computed profiles of the plasm
particle densities are shown for different dust radii 50, 10
and 200 nm, respectively. The formation of fine particles
this size range is quite typical for the developed rf sila
based discharges. For example, 50-nm contaminant part
were observed in discharges of argon-silane gas mixtu
about 12 sec after the plasma start-up@38#. Growth of 100
and 200 nm grains required about 40 and 80 sec~see Figs. 1
and 4 of Ref.@38#!, respectively. At this stage, an increase
the dust size is predominantly due to the coagulation
smaller particles@6#.

From Figs. 5~a!–5~c!, one can see that the electron de
sity decreases with the dust size, while the negative-ion d
sity grows slightly. Likewise, the positive-ion density profi
becomes flatter in the central area of the discharge. Pres
ably, the above changes can be attributed to variations of
electron temperature with the grain size, as depicted in
5~d!. One can clearly see that the increase of the grain siz
accompanied by a pronounced rise ofTe . Physically, larger
surface area of the fine dusts supports higher loss of
plasma electrons that have to be reinstated by a higher ra
ionization at increased electron temperatures, as show
Fig. 5~e!. Furthermore, at higherTe and fixed input power
levels, the value of the electron collision integralJe in Eq.
8-8
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 a
p05100 mTorr. The dust density
in the region 4 cm,x,4.5cm is
106 ~a!, 107 ~b!, 33107 ~c!, and
53107 cm23 ~d!, respectively.
Curves 1–4 in~e! for ned and ~f!
for uZdu, as well as the dotted
dashed, dash-dotted, and sol
curves in~e! for n i correspond to
nd5106 cm23, 107 cm23, 3
3107 cm23, and 53107 cm23,
respectively. The other paramete
are the same as in Fig. 4.
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~9! also grows, so that the electron number density dim
ishes.

Furthermore, as the dust surface area increases,
electron-dust collision rate@see Fig. 5~e!# and the dust charge
@Fig. 5~f!# also increase. Hence, change in the equilibri
dust charge also affects the densities of other plasma sp
@Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#. To preserve the overall charge neutrality
the plasma, the positive-ion density increases near
plasma edge where the variation ofZd is more pronounced
Consequently, the shoulders of the positive-ion density p
file become larger with the dust-size growth.

We note that the growth of the fine dusts also affects
negative-ion density, which increases slowly withad . This
effect can be due to an increase of the electron attachm
ratenatt with Te , which accompanies the particulate grow

B. Dust density

We now turn our attention to the study of the effect of t
fine particle density on the low-pressure discharge equ
rium. The study is carried out for a 100 mTorr silane plas
slab with L510 cm, sustained with input powers ofPin
51.2 W/cm2. The recombination rate constant and dust
dius are fixed at 231027 cm3/s and 100 nm, respectively.
is assumed thatnd in this case is uniform at 4 cm,x
,4.5 cm and linearly decreases to zero atx53.75 cm and
x54.25 cm@curveb in Fig. 1#.

The equilibrium profiles of the plasma species are sho
in Figs. 6~a!–6~d! for dust densities of 106, 107, 33107, and
53107 cm23, respectively. It is clear that the profiles ofnj
are sensitive to the dust concentration. For example, the e
tron density declines locally~in the dust-contaminated area!
when nd becomes larger. Specifically,ne53.33109, 3.0
3109, 2.43109, and 1.83109 cm23 at x55 cm and the
samend as in Figs. 6~a!–6~d!. Apparently, the drop in the
electron density is due to enhanced electron capture by
dusts. On the other hand,ne decreases near the plasma ed
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so do the electron heat fluxqe at the boundary and the powe
lost at the discharge wall. This process is accompanied b
slight growth of the electron and ion densities in the cen
region of the plasma slab.

The electron temperature at the discharge midplanex50
rises from 1.217 to 1.258 eV whennd is increased from 106

to 53107 cm23. The reason for this is the same as that
the preceding section, namely, the enlarged surface area
plasma particle collection. It is interesting to point out th
the ratened of electron collection by the dusts increases w
nd and can be several times larger than the ionization rate
can be seen in Fig. 6~e!.

Interesting conclusions can also be drawn from the dep
dence of the equilibrium profiles ofuZdu on the concentration
of the dusts, as displayed in Fig. 6~f!. At smallernd , the dust
charge grows monotonically alongx direction. However, at
larger dust densities,uZdu drops forx<4.5 cm and increase
for x.4.5 cm. This tendency is quite similar to the du
charge distribution in the plasma sheath region@15#. Indeed,
in the sheath and presheath regions featuringni.ne and high
enough ion velocities, the charge on the dusts decli
@15,27#. In our case the situation is quite similar near t
discharge edge: the ion velocity is close to the Bohm vel
ity, whereas the rationi /ne is large enough to yield a de
crease inuZdu.

We emphasize that the density, size, and spatial distr
tion of the fine dusts strongly affect the plasma paramet
As the grain size or concentration increases, the microsc
fluxes of the plasma species onto the dust surface also
crease, enforcing a self-organization of the ionization sou
to reinstate the lost electron-ion pairs. The latter process
quires an elevated electron temperature and smaller elec
number densities. Furthermore, the equilibrium dust cha
increases as the fine particle surface area grows. It is fur
accompanied by flattening of the positive-ion density profi
in the central areas of the plasma glow. If the dust cloud
8-9
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located near the plasma boundary, as in curveb in Fig. 1, the
electron heat flux on the discharge walls decreases, thu
creasing the densities of the plasma species in the ce
areas of the plasma reactor. Near the discharge edge
difference between the electron and ion densities also
creases withnd .

VIII. EFFECT OF THE NEGATIVE IONS

The negative ions can also affect the equilibrium d
charge state via a dynamic balance of thei 1-i 2 recombina-
tion and electron attachment. Here, by varying the rate of
ion-ion recombination, we follow the changes in the electr
temperature, electron and ion densities, and the dust ch

The equilibrium spatial profiles of the plasma partic
densities forK rec51028 cm3/s, andK rec55.031027 cm3/s
are presented in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, respectively. The rel-
evant data forK rec5231027 cm23 and the same condition
as in Fig. 7~a! can be found in Fig. 5~b!. One can clearly see
that the ion density diminishes with an increase of thei 1-i 2

recombination rate. It is further observed that ion-ion reco
bination affects mainly the loss of the plasma ions. It do
not directly affect the balance of the electrons since
analogous terms are not present in the electron balance e
tion ~1!. Nevertheless, the electron density diminish
slightly when the recombination rate decreases. This effe
likely to be due to the indirect effect of ion-ion recombin
tion on the electron temperature and collision processes

The ion densities are strongly affected by thei 1-i 2 re-
combination rate, and the rationi /ne becomes larger when
K rec decreases. We see from Eq.~18! thatned}ni /ne , so that
the rate of the electron or ion capture by the dusts is sma
when the ion-ion recombination is stronger, as is shown
Fig. 7~c!. Therefore, for a smaller ion-ion recombination c
efficient, the fluxes of the plasma species onto the dusts
larger. Consequently, the electron temperature declines
K rec. Specifically, Te51.6 and 1.42 eV for K rec

51028 cm3/s and 5.031027 cm3/s, respectively. Similar to
the results of the previous sections, the growth of the e
tron temperature is accompanied by a small decrease ofne .

From Fig. 7~d! one can see that the dust charge is lar
when the recombination rate is higher. Indeed, the elec
density declines and the positive-ion density grows wh
K rec decreases. Apparently, this results in a change of
ratio ni /ne that controls rate~18! of electron collection by
the dusts. Furthermore, at larger rationi /ne , condition ~8!
for dust charge equilibrium can be satisfied for smaller ne
tive dust charges.

Thus, positive-ion–negative-ion recombination does
fect the equilibrium profiles of the ion densities. The io
densities drop when the recombination process intensi
As the corresponding rateK rec increases,ni /ne andned de-
crease. Hence, the negative dust charge grows to main
the equilibrium plasma flux balance~on the dust grains! that
is distorted by a rise of the electron number. Finally, wh
K rec decreases, the electron temperature grows slightly
balance the enhanced electron loss onto the dust grains
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IX. DISCUSSION

The model for low-pressure electronegative complex pl
mas introduced here allows one to predict the equilibri
profiles of the electron temperature, the electron and
number densities, as well as the dust charge. We empha
that most of the existing models of dust-contaminated d
charges are limited to studies of the effect of the charg
dusts on the averaged, or global, parameters of the pla
~see, e.g., Refs.@6,17#!, whereas our model also yields th
spatial profiles of the major parameters.

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but forad5100 nm and different
values of the recombination coefficient:K rec51028 cm3/s ~a!, and
K rec5531027 cm3/s ~b!. Curves 1 and 2 in~c! for ned and~d! for
uZdu, as well as the dotted and dashed lines in~c! for n i , are for
K rec51028 and 531027 cm3/s, respectively. The other condition
are the same as in Fig. 5.
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We now discuss in more detail the limitations and imp
cations of some of the assumptions made in our model. F
the size and spatial profiles of the fine dusts have been ta
as external parameters in the numerical evaluations. In r
ity, the number density and size of the grains strongly dep
on the neutral gas pressure, temperature, as well as the
charge volume. To predict the evolution of the particula
size and concentration, a much more detailed study of
dust nucleation or agglomeration is required@5,17#. How-
ever, self-consistent accounting of these complex proce
will certainly significantly complicate the simple discharg
model. Thus, in our calculations we have made no attemp
correlate the dust density and size. Instead, we have con
ered two specific dust particle profiles~Fig. 1! typical to
laboratory experiments of complex plasmas. The fairly u
form profile ofnd @Fig. 1~a!# is relevant to dust growth in the
entire reactor as is the case for the rf SiH4 and SiH4
1Ar/SiH41H2 plasmas@4,6#. This distribution is also appli-
cable to experiments where the particles are injected ex
nally @39#. The second case, with the dusts located at
plasma periphery@curve b in Fig. 1#, is representative o
dusts created in certain chemically active processing plas
@34# and in the diffused regions of low-pressure rf discharg
@40#.

To some extent, the results of Secs. V–VII can be relev
in laboratory experiments on self-organized dust voids@41#,
where the dusts grown or injected into the plasma diffuse
the near-electrode areas. However, our 1D model is still s
of reflecting the major features involving dust voids, such
asymmetry~due to intense positive ion fluxes to the ele
trodes!, sharp boundaries of the void, nonuniformity of th
plasma, etc.@41,42#. For simplicity, motion of the dust cloud
boundary, motion of the relatively heavy dusts, as well
other dynamic processes in the plasma sheath have been
cluded in this study. Furthermore, the boundaries of a d
cloud can act as virtual electrodes and promote formation
non-neutral layers~sheaths! in front of them@42#. Such lay-
ers can introduce substantial nonuniformity and dest
charge neutrality in regions adjacent to the dust cloud
proper accounting for such processes would certainly
prove the self-consistency of the model.

We note that accounting of electron collisional energy lo
to the dusts would lead to new power-loss channels for
heating, excitation, and ionization of dust particles. Howev
the density of the dusts is typically small as compared to
of the neutrals. Besides, for the parameter values in our
merics, the total dust surface area is much smaller than
discharge wall surface area. The maximum dust density
radius considered are 53107 cm23 and 200 nm, respec
tively. Thus, in a parallel-plate discharge withL510 cm, the
combined total dust surface area of 0.6 cm2 is still only a
fraction of the electrode surface area of 2 cm. Therefore,
electron energy loss to the dust grains is less important
that due to the electron-neutral collisions.

Our study has been carried out for steady state condit
assuming that the dusts are fixed. In most real silane rf
charges, this is not the case@4,5#. Nevertheless, the dus
growth is a slow process in comparison with the diffusi
and collision processes in such plasmas. For exam
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'5 sec are required for an increase of the dust size from
nm to 60 nm@16#. Therefore, dust growth can usually b
treated in a quasi-stationary manner in discharge modeli

Relatively large~exceeding a few ten nanometer in r
dius! dusts have been considered here. Such a size
within the validity of the OML theory@26#. An extension of
our model to the nanometer (;1 –10 nm) domain would
require substantial upgrading of the existing dust-charg
theories to properly account for the size-dependent elec
confinement and other effects.

In spite of the above limitations, the model used here
relatively simple, and accounts for the major particle sour
and sinks in typical electronegative complex plasma syste
It also allows one to predict the local spatial profiles of t
main plasma parameters for given characteristics of the d
in the ionized gas phase.

X. APPLICATIONS

We now discuss the application of our model and resu
First of them is for the removal or suppression of growth
the nanometer or micrometer-sized contaminants in pla
reactors. Our results show that one can control the num
density and reactivity of the anion radical precursors of d
growth, such as SiH3

2 @4,5#. By decreasing the density o
the SiH3

2 radicals, one can suppress the initial nucleation
the particulates or protoparticles that lead to the dust grow
On the other hand, most of the reaction rates are very se
tive to the electron temperature, which can also be c
trolled, for example, to enable low-Te film growth @10#. The
results here transparently reveal the domains of the m
discharge and plasma parameters that allow one to minim
the number density of SiH3

2 radicals as well as to keep th
electron temperature reasonably low. In particular, an
crease of the electron and ion densities with the input po
results in a drop in the density of negative ions relative tone
andni ~Fig. 2!. The electron temperature also declines w
power @Fig. 3~a!#. Alternatively, by decreasing the workin
gas pressure, one can also lower the relative negative
density~Fig. 4!, although with somewhat elevatedTe . Alter-
natively, an increase of the dust size is accompanied by a
of Te as well asn2 ~Fig. 5!. Thus, both the negative-ion
precursor radicals and the electron temperature can be
trolled by the input power together with working gas pre
sure, as well as by an additional injection of dusts into
plasma reactor.

Apart from many deleterious implications, dust load
plasmas have recently proved to be instrumental in seve
advanced, particle based technologies@43#. For example,
processing with externally injected nanoparticles can yi
novel objects such as tailored surface structures with spe
properties@4#. Moreover, dust particles with specific prope
ties are directly useful in many applications, such as in m
ern printing machines and optical devices@44#.

It is worth noting that higher-density low-pressure d
charges~with lower density of the negative-ion precursor!
are more suitable than low-ne plasma glows for the produc
tion of complex plasmas with relatively low dust concentr
tion. Thus, one can expect that ICP sources will feature~as a
8-11
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result of homogeneous nucleation@5#! lower gas-phase
grown dust contamination as compared with the CCPs.
deed, in general, the ICPs feature higher electron dens
and lower electron temperatures@45# as compared to the
CCPs.

XI. CONCLUSION

A model for electronegative plasmas containing charg
dust or colloidal grains has been used. Numerical soluti
based on the model demonstrate how a low-pressure d
sion equilibrium of the complex electronegative plasma s
tem is dynamically sustained through plasma particle sou
and sinks. The spatial profiles of the electron, positive- a
negative-ion densities, electron temperature, and equilibr
dust charge have been obtained for different values of
external and internal parameters. Variations of the in
power, working gas pressure, fine particle size, and den
result in remarkable changes in the electron temperature
some of the major reaction rates, which can dynamica
affect the equilibrium states of the low-pressure discharge
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In

particular, one can selectively control the parameter range
order to minimize the negative-ion precursors for du
growth and obtain the appropriate electron temperatu
Thus, our results can be used as a guide in optimizing
discharge parameters for specific applications.

The present study can be considered as a first step in
study of dynamic self-organization in complex plasmas c
taining negative ions and nanometer-sized dust grains.
extension of our model to include the actual time-depend
reactive chemistries and evolution of the dust particula
would be highly desirable.
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